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“ Design should do the same thing 
in everyday life that art does when 
encountered: amaze us, scare us or 
delight us, but certainly open us to new 
worlds within our daily existence.”
Aaron Betsky, Curator,  SFMOMA 1
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The Lucky Strike Power Plant Building and adjacent Garage are in 
the former tobacco warehousing district along the river in the east 
end of Richmond, VA. Now the warehouses have been renovated 
into residential units and offices. The scenario is that the Lucky Strike 
Power Plant and the Lucky Strike Garage buildings have been 
donated for use as a contemporary art museum for the region. The 
board has decided that it will not attempt to form a permanent 
collection of artworks, but rather, will concentrate its efforts on 
curating temporary exhibits of new art and on commissioning new 
work, as well as mounting an ongoing educational program. A 
renovation of the buildings and the space in between is needed 
to fulfill this mission. A design solution determined through concept, 
schematic and design development to meet the needs of the 
museum’s mission are the subject of this thesis, supported by a study 
of this site, case studies, museum visits, interviews, and program 
analysis. The idea was to create a welcome space that reflected the 
wonder that can be felt when discovering and learning about art.
MUSEUM DESIGN: art, wonder, discovery
INTRODUCTION
THESIS STATEMENT
Can a hundred-year-old industrial building be specially 
designed to accommodate an ever-changing display 
of contemporary art and an innovative education 
outreach program, with an attitude of wonder and 
discovery, and with an openness to the community?
                            
“ To create one’s world in any of the arts 
takes courage.”  Georgia O’Keefe, Painter 2
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I think of my manifesto as being what I learned from my parents, 
and from experience, to form beliefs about how to live my life. 
On the facing page are some of these beliefs that can be 
applied to design. 
These are also beliefs that I hope I am teaching my children.
MANIFESTO
UNDERSTAND WHAT IS IMPORTANT
Some things are simply more important than others. Not everything requires the same amount of time, 
attention and care.  Design solutions need to address and recognize a hierarchy of importance in 
order not to be too routine or diluted. Learning how to distinguish the more important from the less 
important is a valuable skill in life and design. It aids in making decisions at every level.  
BE ADAPTABLE
There are constant changes to adapt to, especially in a design field, and a person who is too rigid or 
gets too upset with changes is going to have a hard time.  Being able to distinguish what is important 
from what isn’t, and keeping a clear view of the big picture will help you navigate through changes. 
That way you will be able to adapt and still stay true.
BE GENEROUS
Be generous with your time, your understanding, your compliments, your spirit, and your ideas. I believe 
to be generous and forgiving is the secret to happiness.
BE AUTHENTIC
This one is the most difficult. The world seems to slowly eat away at the essence of who you are, 
without you even knowing it. You have to be very vigilant and resist the temptations to be untrue 
to yourself.  Try to be as authentic as you can in all areas of your life, including your goals, your 
relationships, and even your designs. Understand that what makes you authentic and unique is a 
sacred gift.
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ABSTRACT
MUSEUM DISCOVERY: art, wonder & discovery
Some art institutions create such an elitist atmosphere that the 
average person might feel intimidated. But for the artists to be 
the most effective in expressing their ideas, their feelings, and 
their point of view, more people need to experience it. If the 
audience for art is limited to a relatively small group of art lovers, 
how does that serve the art process? A broader audience could 
enrich the art that is produced, allowing artists to engage in more 
daring work. A contemporary art museum that also incorporates 
spaces for gathering and communal activities, with an active 
and innovative educational program, could create this broader 
audience for art, and strengthen the surrounding community 
as well. Art brings people together – to discover more about 
themselves and each other. The challenge is to create a space 
that accomplishes this: more art; more people; more wonder; 
more discovery. The “big idea” of this project was “more art”. It 
was generated by the idea of bringing the wonder of art to more 
people.
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SITE
Lucky Strike Power Plant   
     and Garage
2700 East Cary Street
Richmond, VA
Site Analysis
Documentation:
 Typical plans
 Elevations
Building Analysis
Code Issues
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SITE ANALYSIS
VCU
Churchill
THE CITY
James River
The Lucky Power Plant building is represented by the red square 
and is in the far east end of the city of Richmond. Its neighborhood 
is adjacent to the downtown area and VCU/Medical College 
of Virginia.  Several interstate highways are nearby, but only 
secondary streets go near the site. The Lucky Strike Power plant lies 
along the James River.
Highway
Highway
Secondary roads
Lucky Strike Power Plant site
City Areas
Downtown
MCV
Shockoe 
Bottom
Churchill is an historic residential area on the hill above the site. 
Tobacco Row is an industrial warehouse area that was once served 
by the power plant and has now been converted to housing/office 
space. Also close by are the Virginia Holocaust Museum and the 
Edgar Allen Poe Museum. The Lucky Strike Power Plant and Garage 
face the James River and the elevated railroad track.
Highway
Secondary roads
Lucky Strike Power Plant site
Virginia Holocaust Museum 
(1) and the Edgar
Allen Poe Museum (2)
City Areas Parks
SITE ANALYSIS
NEIGHBORHOOD
James River
Churchill
1
2
Elevated 
railroad
track
ChurchillTobacco 
Row
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THE SITE
SITE ANALYSIS
Photographic
Lucky Strike 
Power Plant Building
Lucky Strike 
Garage Building
THE SITE
Topographic
SITE ANALYSIS
Lucky Strike 
Power Plant Building
Lucky Strike 
Garage Building
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Typical FLOOR PLAN
4’   8’       16’
The Lucky Strike Power Plant 
Building has windows on all 
sides.  The adjacent garage is a 
one story skylight building set at 
a higher level. The smokestack 
is in between the two buildings 
and the silo is to the east.
SITE DOCUMENTATION
 Lucky Strike Power Plant 
     and Garage
skylights
smokestack
silo
TOP FLOOR PLAN
The top floor plan of the 
Lucky Strike Power Plant 
Building  shows the roof 
and skylight of the middle 
section. The long narrow 
fourth floor has windows all 
around.
4’   8’       16’
SITE DOCUMENTATION
 Lucky Strike Power Plant
smokestack
silo
skylight skylight
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SITE DOCUMENTATION
4’   8’       16’
SOUTH ELEVATION
The south elevation shows 
the three different levels 
of the roofline. The famous 
Lucky Strike smokestack  
rises in the background. The 
silo is on the east side.
 Lucky Strike Power Plant
smokestack
silo
power plant building
SITE DOCUMENTATION
4’   8’       16’
WEST  ELEVATION
This elevation  includes the 
garage, the loading area, 
the smokestack, and the 
Lucky Strike water tower.  
smokestack
water   tower
garage building
power plant buildingloading area
 Lucky Strike Power Plant 
     and Garage
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NATURAL LIGHT
With immense industrial windows on all sides and two large skylights, 
there is an abundance of natural daylight.
EastWest
West-East section
4’   8’       16’
BUILDING ANALYSIS
columns and roof beams
large open generator room
North-south section
adjacent former garage building smokestack James River
The masonry and steel 
construction form the columns 
that hold up the beams that 
support the roof. This allows for 
a large, open interior space 
that originally housed the 
generator.
RELATIONSHIP of 
BUILDING FORM to 
CONSTRUCTION 
METHODS and 
MATERIALS
4’   8’       16’
BUILDING ANALYSIS
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BUILDING ANALYSIS
The building is red brick masonry on the exterior and yellow glazed 
brick on the interior. The columns are either steel  or masonry. Steel 
I-beams support the ceiling.
ABOVE: steel beams;
RIGHT: masonry columns
STRUCTURE EVOLUTION
The main structure was built in 1910, with additional building done 
in 1925. The Lucky Power Plant served the tobacco manufacturing 
in the warehouses immediately adjacent to the west. It sat in 
disrepair for an unknown amount of time, windows broken. 
broken windows Odell Architects
BUILDING ANALYSIS
Odell Architects designed some of the improvements  and currently 
occupies the space.
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BUILDING ANALYSIS
GEOMETRY
There is an unending variation of geometrical relationships of 
squares and cubes within the interior of the main building.
SCALE
Second floor plans
4’   8’       16’
West-East section
4’   8’       16’
Second floor plan
4’   8’       16’
West-East sections
4’   8’       16’
Approximately 27 squash courts will fit inside the structure. If 
there were no walls, two basketball games could be played 
inside at the same time.
PROPORTION
There is a one-fifth proportion to the plan and section of the 
Lucky Strike Power Plant building.
Second floor plans
4’   8’       16’
BUILDING ANALYSIS
LARGE AND SMALL 
COMPARISON
Second floor plan
4’   8’       16’
West-East sections
4’   8’       16’
West-East section
4’   8’       16’
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CODE ISSUES
USE AND OCCUPANCY
Assembly A-3, Business B, Educational E
GENERAL BUILDING HEIGHTS
IBC Table 503 and Section 504.2 allow for four stories   
with sprinkler or alternate fire extinguishing    
system and voice alarm communication    
system, Section 907.212.2
MEZZANINE
Section 505.1 and 505.2 (exception 2) area of    
mezzanine does not exceed one half of the    
floor area of the room
TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION
IBC Table 601  Type II Construction
FIRE-RESISTANCE RATED CONSTRUCTION
In compliance with IBC Table 602.1
ALTERNATE FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM
In compliance with section 903.1.1 and 904.1
MAXIMUM FLOOR AREA PER OCCUPANT
IBC Table 1004.1.1 
Assembly, non-fixed seats, 
 net 7 square feet per person
Business areas, 100 gross square feet per person
Educational areas, 20 net square feet per person
MINIMUM NUMBER OF EXITS FOR OCCUPANT LOAD
Section 1019.1: three exits on the 1st and 2nd floors,
 two exits on the mezzanine, 3rd and 4th floors
ACCESSIBILITY
Section 1109.5.1 Minimum one drinking fountains is  
 handicapped
SURROUNDING MATERIALS
Section 1210.1  and 1210.2 
 For water closets rooms:
 Floors that are smooth, hard, and not   
 adversely affected by moisture, extending   
 upward onto walls 6”, and also within 2’ of urinals  
 extending upward onto walls 4’
MEANS OF EGRESS
IBC Table 1005.1, IBC Table 1021.2 
Stairway egress 0.2 inches x total occupants,    
minimum 48” wide; passageway egress .15    
inches x total occupants, minimum 44’’ wide
PLUMBING 
IBC table 2902.1 
A-3   Female toilets 1 per 65 occupants
 Male toilets  1 per 125 occupants
  Lavatories 1 per 200 occupants
 Drinking Fountains 1 per 500, Service sinks 1
E Female toilets 1 per 50 occupants
 Male toilets  1 per 50 occupants
  Lavatories 1 per 50 occupants
 Drinking Fountains 1 per 100, Service sinks 1
B  Female toilets 1 per 25, 1 per 50 after 1st 50
 Male toilets  1 per 40, 1 per 80 after 1st 80
  Lavatories 1 per 100 occupants
 Drinking Fountains 1 per 100, Service sinks 1
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Architects: 
Herzog and de Meuron
London, UK
CONTEXT CASE STUDY:
TATE MODERN
The new Tate was designed  by 
Herzog and de Meuron in the 
old Bankside power plant on 
the south side of the Thames.3 
It is considered a sensitive 
adaption of the old and with 
the new, such as, the solid 
vertical of the tall smokestack 
contrasting the new added 
horizontal “lightbeams”.4  The 
Tate Modern was chosen as a 
context case study because 
it is in an urban area, it is on a 
river, it is in a renovated brick 
building, and it is in a former 
power plant. The issues to be 
examined are circulation, 
light, the use of the large 
former turbine room, and the 
relationship to the river.
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USE OF THE LARGE TURBINE ROOM
The turbine hall is the most distinctive part of the Tate Modern, and 
most reveals its legacy as a renovated power station, as the before 
and after photos above show. The sheer size of the space itself is an 
experience of its own, and it can contain large scale artworks that 
other museums could only dream of displaying. This area serves as 
the main entrance and you can see at a glance the arrangement 
of the building with the gallery levels overlooking this large space, 
which aids in wayfinding. The skylights help keep the area well-lit.
BEFORE AFTER
CONTEXT CASE STUDY:
TATE MODERN
RELATIONSHIP TO THE RIVER
The Bankside power plant was built directly across from St. Paul’s 
cathedral, and the smokestack was built to correspond to the 
heighth of the dome of St. Paul’s.5 This relatonship to St. Paul’s and 
the river has been strengthened by the building of the Millennium 
footbridge, which provides a direct physical link across the river. 
A wide landscaped plaza was created between the river and 
the Tate Modern to add to the experience of the museum and to 
further strengthen the relationship with the riverside.
BEFORE PROPOSAL
pa
th
 to
 b
rid
ge
smoke
stack
site of 
Tate 
Modern
St.Paul’s
Thames
River
CIRCULATION
Movement of the throngs of people who visit the Tate Modern in 
and through the building is not a challenge due to the way the 
architects incorporated vertical transport into their design. There are 
several sets of stairs, elevators, and escalators joining all the levels 
and all are easy to find. Except for the turbine hall, which is huge, 
the remaining galleries, although different from each other, are of a 
comfortable and relatively expected size, and all sizes provide easy 
movement through them.  
LIGHT
Art display requires careful control of light. If light is too bright or 
direct, it can cause glare or damage the artwork. Both natural and 
artificial light were used  in all the galleries. The turbine room has 
a large skylight that provides natural light to all levels. The added 
”lightbeams” have translucent sides that emit filtered daylight. The 
upper galleries have clerestory  and other windows with special 
translucent glass that reduces the sun’s intensity, but does not 
distort the color of the light.6  
clerestory window
daylight
artificial light
special glass
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PROGRAM CASE STUDY:
NEW MUSEUM
QUOTE
The mission of the New Museum 
is to mount temporary exhibits 
in order to showcase new art, 
and to carry out educational 
programs, particularly those 
aimed at teenagers.7  The New 
Museum commissioned a new 
building to be designed by 
architects Ryue Nishizawa and 
Kazuyo Sejima.8 It appears 
as a series of boxes stacked 
and shifted. The location on 
the Bowery, a diagonal street 
which slices through the grid 
of Manhattan, creates the 
corresponding diagonal of the 
building. The industrial history of 
the neighborhood is reflected in 
the aluminum mesh cladding.
Architects:
Ryue Nishizawa and 
Kazuyo Sejima
New York, NY
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PROGRAM CASE STUDY:
NEW MUSEUM
KEY Restroom
Art storage
Mechanical
Administrative
Stairs/elevators
Gallery
Lobby/event space
Education areas
Cafe/bookstore
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There is a central core for stairs and elevators to maximize exhibition 
space on the gallery floors. The shift of the “boxes” that make up 
the form of the building allow for light to enter the windowless 
galleries; the boxes are of varying heights to allow for different art 
viewing experiences. The basement level features a performance 
space and patron restrooms. The first floor has the main entrance 
and a small gallery, lobby/reception, and a bookstore. 
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PROGRAM CASE STUDY:
NEW MUSEUM
0  2     6      12  
FIFTH FLOOR SEVENTH FLOORSIXTH FLOOR
The central core serves the upper floors which handle the non-
exhibition functions. The education facility is on the fifth floor, and 
the offices are on the fifth and sixth floors. The seventh floor is 
reserved as an event space.
The sections give another good view of the program arrangement. 
There is one below ground level and eight above ground levels. The 
gallery floors are grouped together, and the event space is high up 
on the seventh floor in order to take advantage of the views. The 
theatre space is in the lower level since it doesn’t require daylight 
for its lighting. 
SOUTH            WEST                                    
EVENT SPACE
EDUC
OFFICE
OFFICE
GALLERY
GALLERY
GALLERY
LOBBY CAFE
EVENT SPACE
EDUCATION
OFFICE
GALLERY
GALLERY
GALLERY
GALLERY
GALLERY
LOBBY CAFE
MECHANICAL MECHANICAL 
MECHANICAL MECHANICAL 
ART STORAGE + 
PERFORMANCE
SECTIONS
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PROGRAM CASE STUDY:
NEW MUSEUM
GALLERIES 
Overall, the New Museum’s 
program is designed to serve 
its mission very well, with about 
13,700 square feet of gallery 
space. Each gallery is designed 
a little differently, with different 
ceiling heights in order to 
accommodate large scale 
artworks, and to provide the 
museum-goers with a variety of 
experiences. One of the most 
unique of these experiences 
is the very narrow, very tall, 
staircase between the third 
and fourth floors. This very 
thin space is so skinny that it is 
unlikely that two people could 
pass each other at the same 
time. There is, however, a very 
wide landing with a window. 
ART
Because its exhibits are 
temporary, there is no need 
for conservator areas, a   
smaller need for art storage 
and a somewhat smaller 
need for administrative 
space, than for a museum 
that houses a permanent 
collection.  The art transport 
is taken care of through the 
ground floor intake area. 
ANALYSIS smart job of utilizing the vertical 
space while keeping within the 
city’s height requirements. The 
stairwell/elevator core anchors 
each floor, with the boxes that 
make up each floor shifting in 
relation to each other, to allow 
natural light in, supplemented 
by artificial light. Most museum 
design involves natural light 
that is integral to how the art is 
viewed, and the New Museum 
is no exception.
DOWNSIDES
There does not appear to 
be enough storage for the 
activities that would take place 
here, such as in the offices, in 
the bookstore, in reception, 
or in the education or 
maintenance areas. Restrooms 
could not be included on 
every floor in order to preserve 
gallery space, which is another 
downside.
RENTABLE SPACE
Museums can generate a lot of 
revenue from having a rentable 
event space, so including one 
in the program can be a great 
benefit. This one has a terrace 
which makes it especially 
attractive. The freight elevator 
can double as the catering 
elevator to this seventh floor 
event space when the need 
arises.
 
EDUCATION 
Grants sought by museums 
include those for outreach 
programs to the public, and 
these depend on having 
education space available.
Including the educational 
facilities is necessary for this 
museum’s programming.
LIGHT
The footprint of the New Museum 
is small, and the architects did a 
“I feel the New Museum is not a normal 
museum-it’s something in between a 
gallery and an event space.”    Kazuyo Sejima, Architect 9
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The Lois and Richard Rosenthal 
Center for Contemporary Art 
is  a “non-collecting institution 
dedicated to organizing and 
presenting a diverse array 
of temporary exhibitions, 
site-specific installations and 
performances.”11  Zaha Hadid’s 
design includes an “urban 
carpet”: a curved extension of 
the sidewalk continuing up the  
museum’s back wall, showcasing 
a sculptural set of staircases that 
lead the museum goer through 
the space. The  building exterior  
shows us a set of long concrete, 
metal and glass blocks, 
interlocking to form galleries, 
offices, and other spaces.12 
Architect: 
Zaha Hadid
Cincinnati, OH
PROGRAM CASE STUDY:
ROSENTHAL CENTER for CONTEMPORARY ART
“ The intention is not only to question 
the way in which people use space-
their way of life or the form in which 
they work - but also to provide a 
feeling of well-being.”  Zaha Hadid, Architect 10
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PROGRAM CASE STUDY:
ROSENTHAL CENTER
The basement level holds the performance 
space and a lobby. The first floor is the main 
entrance with a lobby, coat check, reception, 
and museum store. The galleries fill most of the 
second, fourth, and fifth floors. Offices are on 
the third floor. The educational facilities cover 
the seventh floor. The program is somewhat 
apparent just by looking at the outside of the 
building, the way the levels are differentiated.
PROGRAM CASE STUDY:
ROSENTHAL CENTER
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PROGRAM CASE STUDY:
ROSENTHAL CENTER
LOBBY
The lobby has a relationship 
to the street and to the rest 
of the building through the 
“urban carpet” concept. The 
distinctive stairway is highly 
visible from literally everywhere, 
so museum goers can very 
easily orient themselves on 
every level. 
GALLERIES 
Different heights of galleries 
can accommodate various 
sizes of artworks. Some of the 
galleries incorporate a slight 
level change and use ramps 
to create more interest and 
varying sightlines. 
ART
Even though all of the art 
installations are temporary, 
ANALYSIS there is quite a bit of art 
storage available. This storage 
space could also be used 
for storing display pieces. 
Just as in the New Museum, 
no conservation area is 
needed since there is no 
permanent collection.  The art 
is transported through the first 
floor load-in area. 
RENTABLE SPACE
The lobby, performance area, 
and possibly the penthouse 
or education area could be 
used as rentable space for 
added museum  revenue. 
EDUCATION 
The “Unmuseum” is a 
trademarked name for 
this museum’s education 
program.15 It takes up most 
of an entire floor and is an 
important part of the overall 
goals of the museum. 
“I think that people want to feel good in a 
space...On the one hand it’s about shelter, 
but it’s also about pleasure.” Zaha Hadid, Architect 14
  
LIGHT
The “urban carpet” design 
enables natural light to be 
brought into each gallery level  
through the open stairwell.  
Natural light is also available 
to the event space and office 
levels through wide bands of 
windows. Artificial light supports 
the rest of the lighting needs. 
DOWNSIDES
There are several downsides to 
the existing museum program. 
Restrooms are not on the 
ground floor, which would be 
the most desirable. The catering 
kitchen is small, and there is no 
separate food elevator. The 
journey from the kitchen to the 
boardroom is through one of 
the galleries. If the basement 
level workshop is used for 
scenery construction, the 
scenery pieces have to be very 
small to fit through the hallway 
which turns a sharp corner. 
Repair personnel would have 
to go through the performance 
space to get to  the 
mechanical or the electrical 
areas, which is not ideal if there 
is a performance going on.
PROGRAM CASE STUDY:
ROSENTHAL CENTER
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Collages Richard Meier considers his 
collages as “an adjunct and 
a passion related to my life as 
an architect”.17 When Meier 
was beginning his career as an 
architect, he was also a part-
time painter in the Abstract 
Expressionist style.  He dropped 
that form of expression, but 
later took up making collages.18 
The collages provide an 
alternate way of dealing with 
form, juxtaposition, layering, 
composition, and color, 
distinct from both painting and 
architecture. Its uniqueness as an 
art form extends to being able 
to pursue it almost anywhere, at 
anytime, on a plane, in a hotel, 
or on the road.
PROCESS CASE STUDY:
RICHARD MEIER
“A single collage is not begun and 
finished by itself. On the contrary, 
works in various stages of evolution are 
left in notebooks on the shelves of my 
studio, left sometimes for months or 
even years, to await their own period 
of development.”    Richard Meier, Architect 16
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The collages contain repetitions of grids, that are most reminiscient 
of windows. Grids are a predominate feature in  Meier’s 
architecture. These collages have  juxtaposed forms that could be 
landscapes, ramps, and skylines. 
PROCESS CASE STUDY:
RICHARD MEIER
50
The collages can be a formal approach to dealing with form, 
with composition and, most importantly, with color. Or they can 
be looked at in a completely different way, as depictions of stairs, 
levels, hallways, methds of construction, and section. 
PROCESS CASE STUDY:
RICHARD MEIER
51
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PROCESS CASE STUDY:
COLLAGES
Now I am beginning to 
incorporate making collages 
into my own process work. I 
am finding that it can be very 
difficult to get good results. It 
will take many collages before 
I may have one that I am 
satisfied with. However, there 
is something inherently freeing 
about creating relatively 
quickly, making someting that 
isn’t required to “look” any 
certain way, such as a sketch 
drawing of a room or building, 
for instance. Color can be 
applied in any way desired.     
          
MY OWN PROCESS WITH
COLLAGE- MAKING    
CASE STUDY:
PROCESS
RICHARD MEIER 
COLLAGES
Collages aren’t so precious 
that you couldn’t just cut up 
one collage to make another. 
This freedom may be one of 
the reasons why Richard Meier 
has pursued collage-making 
over the last few decades. And 
while his collages may inform 
his architectural work,  the act 
of making them has an intrinsic 
value of its own that I am now 
beginning to understand and 
appreciate to a much greater 
degree. 
PROCESS CASE STUDY:
COLLAGES
Meier refers to his collages 
as “my workout.” 19
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Watercolors
PROCESS CASE STUDY:
SANTIAGO CALATRAVA
Santiago Calatrava has a PhD in 
engineering, and is trained as an 
architect, but considers himself 
an artist.21 He does watercolors 
when he is conceptualizing 
his designs; in fact, he is not 
known to use a computer or 
drafting tools.22  When giving a 
demonstration, he has been 
known to do watercolors on the 
spot, live, in front of his audience. 
During one competition, his 
competitors came in teams 
with samples of their work, and 
Calatrava came alone, with 
his paintbrush, and was offered 
the job.23 Over the course of his 
career, he has made more than 
100,000 watercolors.24
“Myself, I don’t use the computer. 
I draw everything by hand or I 
sketch.”   Santiago Calatrava, Architect 20
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PROCESS CASE STUDY:
SANTIAGO CALATRAVA
ERNSTINGS WAREHOUSE
Calatrava’s watercolors are 
his artform, and also his means 
of communication, and  
means of exploration. Early 
in his career he designed the 
Ernstings Warehouse in Coesfeld, 
Germany. 25 He used his simple 
pencil and watercolor technique 
to show the unusual loading 
door openings he created, and 
the corrugated metal of the 
structure.
PROCESS CASE STUDY:
SANTIAGO CALATRAVA
ORIENTE STATION 
Calatrava often paints the 
human figure in his watercolors, 
and sometimes references 
the human figure in his design 
solutions. For the Oriente Station 
in Lisbon, Calatrava mimics the 
figure’s upstretched arms in the 
dynamic supports for the railway 
station roof.26  Watercolors seem 
to lend themselves to developing 
the curvilinear form, and 
Calatrava certainly makes the 
watercolor technique look fresh 
and effortless.
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There is an undeniably inherent 
beauty in the nature of 
watercolors. But what I found 
when working with watercolors 
myself is that there is a swiftness 
and a freedom to it that make 
it ideal for conceptualization, 
and for rendering. It does take 
practice, and will take a lot 
more practice, to achieve 
good results. 
PROCESS CASE STUDY:
WATERCOLOR
MY OWN PROCESS WITH
WATERCOLORS            
“I have more than the 
paradigm of an architect, 
I have the paradigm of a 
painter.”   Santiago Calatrava, Architect 26
I can now appreciate why 
Calatrava has chosen such a 
versatile meduim. Watercolor 
lends itself to the nuances of 
expression in a way that other 
types of sketching cannot, 
which makes it particularly nIce 
for doing renderings.
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RESEARCH SUMMARY 
AND MUSEUM VISITS
“ Design is a learning experience. So 
my agenda is to figure out what I want 
to learn next.”   Ayse Birsel, Industrial Designer 28
Jewish Museum, Berlin
British Museum, London
L’Accademia, Florence
The Louvre, Paris
Pinakothek der Moderne,   
             Munich
Beyeler Foundation, Basel
Museum of Islamic Art, 
 Doha, Qatar
Research Summary
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SIGNIFICANCE
MUSEUM
VISITS:
JEWISH MUSEUM,
BERLIN 
Daniel Libeskind                 
EMOTION
Museum spaces can be created  
that leave you emotional, even 
a bit unnerved. The effect here  
is very memorable because your 
very sense of balance and your 
feelings are fully engaged.
SIGNIFICANCE
MUSEUM
VISITS:
CONNECTION 
Norman Foster’s fairly recent 
addition to the British Museum 
is the glassed-in enclosure 
over the Great Court, which 
enhances the space and serves 
to brighten and connect the 
exhibition halls. The enclosure 
is one of those things that is 
brilliantly simple in its concept, 
yet complex in its design and its 
execution.
THE BRITISH MUSEUM, 
LONDON
Norman Foster
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ENHANCE THE ARTWORK
As you pass other Michaelangelo 
sculptures, you are rewarded 
at the end with a close-up view 
of his David. The experience is 
even more enjoyable because 
David is set in a place just for it. 
SIGNIFICANCE
MUSEUM
VISITS:
L’ACCADEMIA,
FLORENCE
SIGNIFICANCE
MUSEUM
VISITS:
ENTRANCE + LIGHTING 
I. M. Pei’s pyramid entrance 
addition orients you as you start 
your visit to the Louvre. Once 
inside the galleries, the immensity 
of the space can overwhelm, 
and it may have been better if 
the space had been divided. 
The overhead lighting from the 
skylight was ideal when the 
building was built and still is now.
.
THE LOUVRE,
PARIS
Addition, I. M.  Pei
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SUBTLE PLAY OF LIGHT
The use of different levels,  
subtle play of light, and 
interesting sightlines add to the 
experience of the space and 
serve as a careful backdrop for 
the art.
SIGNIFICANCE
MUSEUM
VISITS:
PINAKOTHEK  DER 
MODERNE, Munich
Stephan Braunfels
PEACE AND TIMELESSNESS
Renzo Piano designed a 
specific space for the small 
Beyeler Collection. Well-suited 
to its site, well lit with specially 
constructed louvers, it is 
designed as if the collection 
was well known and well loved 
by the architect. The entire 
site has a sense of peace and 
timelessness that is enviable.
SIGNIFICANCE
MUSEUM
VISITS:
BEYELER FOUNDATION
BASEL, SWITZERLAND
Renzo Piano
“ Right here goes a real nice quote 
about design from Renzo Piano that is 
so very to the point and interesting.”
    Author of the Quote
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SIGNIFICANCE
MUSEUM
VISITS:
LIGHT + TEXTURE + CULTURE
The design of the building is 
faceted to reflect the desert 
light in varying degrees. 
The artworks on display are 
the star of the show, and 
are never overwhelmed by 
the special display lighting, 
and textural backdrops. 
The artworks are intricately 
patterned in a beautiful  
expression of Islamic culture. 
MUSEUM OF ISLAMIC ART, 
DOHA, QATAR 
I. M.  Pei
“The decorative art of Islam-the complexity of 
the geometry-is absolutely superb and I did not 
know that. I would have created more decorative 
patterns if I had had more courage.”   I. M. Pei  29
I learned a lot from case studies 
and the numerous books I 
referred to, but I learned the 
most about programming and 
space planning from interviews 
and museum visits. Interviews 
helped me understand how 
programming decisions are 
made. Museum visits allowed 
me to learn about spaces by 
walking through them and 
feeling what it is like to be there, 
and then determining whether 
they adequately serve as 
exhibition spaces and why. 
As a person who can’t live 
without books, in fact, I 
probably had a hundred 
books checked out at one 
time, I would still say that it was 
the legwork, rather than the 
bookwork or the deskwork, 
that proved the most valuable 
part of the research process. 
This encourages me to reach 
outside of my usual bookworm 
approach to educating myself, 
and to engage more directly 
with the built environment, and 
with design professionals, for my 
continued learning.
When researching the site, the 
most useful method was driving 
over to the buildings and just 
walking around and imagining 
the site as a museum. How 
would you approach the 
buildings? Where would the 
main entrance be? Where 
would you park? How would 
the afternoon light hit? How 
would the art be loaded in? 
What would the exterior view 
be at night when the museum 
is closed, could you still see in? 
What is it like on a Saturday 
night? What is it like on a 
Sunday morning? How best 
can you appreciate its history? 
Where would I most like to 
sit? The second most useful 
research method was staring 
at my 3/16” scale model, 
checking out the sight lines, 
the relationship of windows, 
moving it this way and that, 
until the familiarity of its 
volumes became a part of my 
approach to the design.
RESEARCH 
SUMMARY
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PROGRAMMATIC
ANALYSIS
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NECESSARY 
SPACES
PROGRAM ANALYSIS
OPTIONAL 
SPACES
Galleries to use as
    temporary exhibition space  
Lobby
Coat/bag check
Restrooms
Information/Reception desk
Gift Shop/Bookstore 
Administration offices
Curator offices
Storage
Art load-in
Conference/meeting room
Mechanical/HVAC
Elevators/escalators/stairs
Mobile Exhibition Space   
Member desk
Café/Restaurant
Separate food elevator
Auditorium/Multipurpose 
Artist live/work space-off-site
Storage
Conference/meeting room
Lounge
Library
Separate education area
Total Square Feet          22,800
Gallery Space                  7,000
Art Intake/Storage           1,400  
Mechanical         500
Restroom         500
Curator/Admin     3,500
Education Area     1,750  
Kitchen      1,000
Cafe       1,200
Auditorium                      1,500
Stairs                                  800
Elevator                     200
Art Freight Elevator        450
Lobby/Reception     2,000
Bookstrore                  1,000  
APPROXIMATE
SQUARE FOOTAGE
CLIENT GOALS
•
•
•
•
•
•
Establish Richmond as a dynamic center for contemporary art
Underscore Richmond’s reputation as a strong supporter of the arts
Foster relationships with VCU’s School of the Arts and the art departments of other 
universities, and with the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts and other museums 
Create a base within the neighborhood, the city and the region for gathering, by 
the use of the auditorium for speakers and films, the meeting rooms, the cafe, the 
bookstore and the rentable event spaces
Create both on-site and off-site education programs, including an artmobile, that 
could be used in schools, juvenile detention centers and prisons
Create a relationship with certain other museums for the mutual benefit of sharing 
resources and costs incurred for commissioning art and curating exhibitions
Create an instituttion that is not elitist, and rather welcoming, embracing, and 
engaging 
•
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THE USER
A museum design that:
Imparts a feeling to the user 
that they have entered a 
special place
Allows for easy wayfinding 
Considers sight lines and views
A gallery design that: 
Allows for moments of 
wonder and moments of 
contemplation,
Filters light to enhance the art 
experience 
Is sensitive to the art viewing 
experience of the user.
  
An education space that:
Is spacious and playful and 
supports moments of discovery 
and learning
Is made of sturdy materials so the 
user feels free to create. 
Lobby design that: 
Enhances a moment of transition 
Provides a gateway to other 
areas such as the galleries, 
bookstore, and education space 
Welcomes the user by including 
comforting amenities, such 
as convenient  restrooms, 
information/reception, coat 
check, enough places to sit, and 
nice views. 
Users can be divided into three 
loose categories: 
ART LOVERS, those who love art, 
and are familiar with art exhibits
ART NOVICES, those with some 
experience interacting with art
ART NEWBIES, those for whom 
everything about art is new
DESIGN RESPONSE TO THE USER
“ Design is directed toward human beings. 
To design is to solve human problems by 
identifying them, examining alternate 
solutions to them, choosing and executing 
the best solution.”  Ivan Chermayeff, Graphic Designer 30
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
anticipating
skeptical
curious
ART NEWBIES
ART NOVICES
ART LOVERS
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CONCEPT
DEVELOPMENT
“ Good designers relentlessly generate lots of 
ideas and open-mindedly consider alternative 
solutions. At no time are good designers 
frightened to entertain a crazy, competing, or 
uncomfortable idea.”  Karl Ulrich, CEO, Nova Cruz Products 31
Concept
Mindmap
Parti Ideas
Inspiration
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Using layers of light and the 
essence of floating to create 
memorable moments of 
wonder and discovery
wonder
DISCOVERY
CONCEPT
LEARNING
awareness
transitions
SPECIAL
MEMORABLE
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MINDMAP
Mindmaps cannot be underestimated 
as an aid in formulating or organizing 
thoughts and ideas.
PARTI IDEAS
INITIAL DESIGN DRIVERS:
discovery/wonder    
layers/transitions
memorable/special/engaging   
community/awareness
PARTI
Parti Ideas were investigated 
to explore and understand the 
space and the relationships more 
than to determine the floor plan 
arrangements.
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INSPIRATION
inspiration for gallery floor supports:  
MUSHROOM STALKS and LILY PADS
The mushroom stalk and 
lily pad shapes led to 
investigations of the volume 
of the space.
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Block Diagrams
Schematic 
Development
Final Plans
SCHEMATICS
“The recognition and understanding of the need was 
the primary condition of the creative act...Only when 
you get into the problem and the problem becomes 
clear, can creativity take over.”     Charles Eames, Architect and Designer  32
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Welcome
  (lobby, coat check, reception)
Discover    
  (education: studio classrooms) 
Come together 
  (lecture hall, event spaces)  
Buy   
  (bookstore)
Eat    
  (café, restaurant) 
Work 
  (offices, conference room)
 
The scenario of the museum 
includes its mission to exhibit new 
art, and also to be a welcoming 
place, and a place of learning, 
not an elitist institution.  The 
program is designed to support 
this mission by offering elements 
that appeal to those users who 
are not traditionally 
museum-goers, such as the 
bookstore and the cafe and 
the studio classrooms, and by 
offering spaces that can be 
available when the museum is 
closed, such as the restaurant, 
the lecture hall, and the event 
space. 
BLOCK DIAGRAMS
SCHEMATIC 
DEVELOPMENT
Many floor plan versions were 
tried and analyzed before the 
most successful version was  
entered into AutoCAD for further 
revisions and refinements.
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THE SPACE BETWEEN
The lobby is planned for the 
space that is in between the 
power plant building and the 
garage building. The lobby 
interior is planned, but the design 
of the structure is not within the 
scope of this project. The two 
buildings are connected by this 
new lobby.
0   2    4        8               16ft   Education
LEGEND
FIRST FLOOR
The first floor of the main 
building connects to the 
lobby by the glass elevator.  A 
meandering hallway leads to 
the lecture hall and a 50 seat 
restaurant. Art is loaded in from 
the alley driveway to the large 
art freight elevator. This freight 
elevator also serves to transport 
food from the kitchen to the 
fourth floor event space.
Glass ElevatorArt Elevator
Kitchen
Restaurant
Art Load-In
Lecture
Hall
Lecture
Hall Lobby
Food Deliveries
Alley Hallway
Mezzanine
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Reception
Education
Galleries
Lobby
LEGEND
SECOND FLOOR
The main entrance leads to 
either the education facility 
in the garage building or to 
the lobby. The lobby serves as 
the gateway. It has the glass 
elevator which takes patrons to 
all levels, and it has steps down 
to the lowest level of the gallery. 
The lobby includes reception, 
coat check, a bookstore, 
restrooms, and a cafe with a 
view of the water tower.
Museum Offices
Cafe office and 
storage
Studio   
classroom
Entrance
Bookstore
Art 
Elevator
Gallery
Glass Elevator
Studio   
classroom
Lobby
Cafe Reception
the“pit”
Water Tower
Restrooms
Silo Exit Stairs
Smoke 
stack
0   2    4        8               16ft   
mezzanine 
classroom
The gallery has levels that exist 
within and separate from the 
outside walls of the structure 
of the building. These levels 
are inspired by lily pads and 
mushrooms. Movable temporary 
walls are added for extra 
exhibition space as needed. 
THIRD FLOOR
Silo Exit Stairs
Art 
Elevator
Gallery
0   2    4        8               16ft   Gallery
LEGEND
Glass Elevator
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MEZZANINE
The mezzanine is the highest of 
the three gallery levels. Like the 
third floor, its curved walls are 
separated in places to allow for 
a view of the structure of the 
room and its windows. 
Skylight
Gallery
LEGEND
0   2    4        8               16ft   
Art 
Elevator
Gallery
Glass Elevator
Silo Exit Stairs
FOURTH FLOOR
The fourth floor is fifteen hundred 
square feet of event space for 
meetings, parties, fundraisers and 
other events, and has rooftop 
access and views of the river.
Event 
Space
LEGEND
0   2    4        8               16ft   
Glass Elevator
Skylight
Rooftop
Pantry
Events
Art Elevator
Skylight
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SECTION
EDUCATION: 
Two studio classrooms in the 
former garage building, featuring 
a mezzanine for discussions and a 
“pit” for conversation
LOBBY: 
New construction in between 
the two buildings
0   2    4        8               16ft   
North-South
Combination desk/storage units for the 
studio classrooms
Reception BookstoreMezzanine
The “pit”
Desk/storage units
GALLERY: 
Three floors of gallery space,  top 
floor event space, and first floor 
restaurant and lecture hallEvent Space
Restaurant
Food 
Deliveries
Gallery
Kitchen
Gallery
Gallery
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GALLERY BUILDING
0   2    4        8               16ft   
Gallery
East/West Section
showing gallery floors
Gallery
Gallery
Restaurant
Event Space
Lecture Hall
2nd FLOOR
 GALLERY
1st FLOOR 
 ART INTAKE, 
 LECTURE HALL and 
 RESTAURANT  
3rd FLOOR
 GALLERY
MEZZANINE
 GALLERY
4th FLOOR 
 EVENT SPACE and  
 ROOFTOP 
 ACCESS
 
GALLERY BUILDING
Axonometric
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MODEL
Working with scale models is an 
invaluable way to understand 
the volumes of the buildings, and 
to test out ideas. 
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DESIGN
“Our approach was to touch the inside as little as 
possible and to create harmony between the old 
and the new through contrasting juxtapositions: to 
separate the joint between the old and the new 
layers, to create change by adding to rather than 
modifying existing interior elements...”
                           Robert Venturi, Architect  32
Lobby
 Reception
 Bookstore
 Cafe
Gallery
Educational space
 Lecture Hall
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The lobby space has been 
planned and designed, but 
the new construction and 
its design are not part of this 
project.  The glass entrance 
leads to the reception area.  
The smokestack is a local icon 
that identifies the power plant, 
and its round structure features 
importantly inside the lobby. 
The gallery exhibition space is 
a few steps down through two 
passageways. The restrooms 
are conveniently located and 
are lit by a row of high windows.
LOBBY
QUALITATIVE ASPECTS:
welcome, comfort
1  Pierre Paulin chairs
2  Tiella amber pendants
3  Zia Priven chandeliers
4  Knoll fabric
5  Knoll Command wallpaper
6  Terazzo flooring
Lobby
1                                                                                 3                           4                           5                             6
2   
Details
www.dwr.com, swan chair
www.timefortuneantiques.com, www.steelcase.com, www.dwr.com
Lobby Reception Desk
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The bookstore is adjacent 
to the entrance, for those 
departing after viewing 
exhibits, and for those making 
a quick stop in for a gift. The 
cafe tables surrounding the 
round smokestack have a view 
of both the gallery entrance 
and the iconic water tower.  
There is room available for an 
outdoor patio at the base of 
the water tower.
LOBBY
QUALITATIVE ASPECTS:
relaxation, comfort, 
stimulation
Bookstore and Cafe
1  Swan chairs in   
2  pewter and    
3  scarlet leather
4  Honey stained wooden    
   bookcases and cafe wall
5  Benjamin Moore Pacific    
    Ocean paint
6  Steelcase cafe tables
7  Panton chairs
8  Antique cafe pendants 
   (not shown) 1                                 2, 3                   4, 5                               6                             7                      
Bookstore
Lobby Cafe
Lobby Cafe, view 
toward the gallery
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GALLERY
The gallery on the second floor 
level connects directly to the 
lobby with a set of steps, and 
the gallery space continues 
on the third and mezzanine 
levels, which are inspired by 
lily pads and mushrooms.  The 
“lily pads”  have curved walls, 
and curved edges where the 
new floors and walls meet--this 
minimizes shadows. 
Some practical considerations 
include: rubber floors and 
a fabric window treatment 
to aid acoustics, adjustable 
track lighting, multi-layered 
and motorized window 
treatments for lighting control, 
and movable walls to provide 
additional display area.
1  Davis Furniture modular          
       natural wood/brushed 
       nickle benches
2  Rosebrand scrim drapery         
       fabrics
3  Off-white rubber flooring
4  Existing masonry
QUALITATIVE ASPECTS:
wonder, contemplation, 
interaction, curiosity, 
awareness of new and old
1                                   2, 3                   4                          
Mezzanine gallery
A design language is 
implemented in each 
instance where the new 
construction meets the 
old: where a new wall 
meets an old one, where 
a new floor meets an old 
wall, where a new railing 
meets an old wall or where 
a threshold between new 
and old is crossed.  This 
design detail calls out and 
raises awareness of the 
connections created. 
Gallery
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EDUCATION
Lecture Hall
QUALITATIVE ASPECTS:
curiosity, anticipation, 
discovery, fun, interaction
The lecture hall and adjoining 
lobby serve as a gathering 
space and can attract people 
to the museum who might not 
normally participate. Above the 
restrooms, there is a mezzanine 
booth for projecting films. The 
lecture hall can also be used 
as an event space; there is 
storage for tables and chairs.  
Windows fill the space with light 
during the day, and a motorized 
drapery system controls and 
blocks light when needed. 
1  Wall fabric designed by the author
2  Loop See stacking chairs
3  Zia Priven chandeliers
4  Armstrong circular ceiling panels
5  Constantine Commercial carpet
6  Fabricut drapery fabric
7  Whiting-Davis metal drapery fabric
4                                                   5                             6                             7                           7                      
2                                          3                   
1                                                      
Details
Lecture Hall
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THESIS SHOW
April 23- May 2, 2010
Anderson Gallery
Virginia Commonwealth 
University
Opening 5-7 pm
April 23, 2010
This well-attended  show was the 
culmination of the thesis process, 
along with an oral defense of 
my work made to my thesis 
committee: Camden Whitehead, 
Christiana Lafazani, Heather 
Drew and Rab McClure.
BIOGRAPHY
Christy Addis-Gutierrez has a BFA in Graphic Design from Virginia Commonwealth University. Her 
minor in photography led to an interest in filmmaking, which she pursued at the graduate level at 
New York University.  She worked in the art departments of New York’s motion picture industry for 
five years before setting her sights on Hollywood. 
In Los Angeles, she concentrated more deeply on set decoration, visually interpreting the script to 
reflect the story, characters, period, region, mood and action. She became adept at determining 
each set’s requirements such as furnishings, set dressing, light fixtures, and wall, window and floor 
treatments. A highlight was working with Johnny Depp in the indie film Arizona Dreams.
She returned to Richmond to raise her two children, and continued working behind the camera 
designing sets for television commercials. She yearned to design something that lasted more than 
a few days, and take everything that she had experienced and learned and apply it to a more 
permanent built environment than that of a movie set. An MFA in Interior Environments at Virginia 
Commonwealth University was just the answer. Her MFA was completed in May 2010.  Now she 
seeks meaningful commercial design work in the Richmond area.
Christy Addis-Gutierrez
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